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How do we obtain views?
Parents views are collected during our regular coffee mornings and events. LPCF coffee mornings are held
bi-monthly in the following areas:- Boston, Spalding, Bourne and Sleaford.
They are hosted by a LPCF volunteer who has been through
our induction process and who is a parent of child/ren with
disabilities and/or SEN.
The coffee mornings are held in an informal, friendly environment where parents and carers can relax, whilst gaining
support and information relevant to their needs. For some,
it is a place to offload worries and anxieties.
Others share good experiences of what works for them.
It is a time for parent to parent support and for some,
it is the realisation that parents are not alone with their
Experiences which disperses feelings of isolation.
We also have guests who are invited to inform parents
about the services they provide.

What we do with these views
LPCF volunteers gather issues that are important to parent carers and then LPCF feed them back
anonymously to service providers such as the Local Authority and NHS Lincolnshire
to enable them to know if, where and how services need to be improved.
This report outlines the issues raised between January 2017 and March 2017.
Any feedback LPCF receive from service providers in response to this report will be
included on our website—so keep checking our website for more details.

Where do service providers come in?
LPCF are the communication link between parents and service providers.
Information can be shared to and from both parties.
It is all very well and good that LPCF are gathering the views, thoughts and
opinions of parent carers to help improve the provision and delivery of services
but we rely on service providers also to feedback to LPCF about how they have
responded to parents’ concerns. We will publish responses on our website for
parents to read.

LPCF “Your Say”
Comments from our “Your Say” web page.
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.
Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

Education
I am SENCO, teach Reception and cover year 1. How can I do all this in 4 days?
Why is there no one to advise parents as to which school, either special or mainstream would be best for their
child?. As SENCO it is increasingly frustrating that no one fills this role.

Parent reported no support for parents of adopted children.
I attended a parent group.....Parents still saying that after diagnosis or schools telling them professionals need to
be involved they are feeling not supported and don't know where to turn for support.
There are still parents unaware of the services available in Lincolnshire, especially the parents from schools or
healthcare practices that are not engaging by supporting their parents and letting them know what’s available in
Lincolnshire. Surely an A5 booklet can be given to Paediatricians/Doctors for parents with concerns.
Communication needs working on so that teachers speak clearly and parents can say that they understand and
work on a plan together which they are not doing to make sure child/parents/school staff are all working in
partnership.

Bourne Academy –School arranged a trip that my son has anxiety about going to. I emailed the SEN department
who replied straight away and said they would talk to my child about his worries.
That afternoon the head of year contacted me and said they are going to talk to my son and work through and
whatever the best outcome is to make my son happy they will adhere to... what more could I ask
for .....brilliant!!!!
Received the EHC Plan review with a generic letter which had parents' name on and daughter's name all correctly,
But in the last sentence had someone else's sons name printed on the letter who was not associated with our
family.
Support for my daughter at Spalding Academy has been excellent since she began there 3 years ago. We are
warned in advance of any unavoidable changes. (Spalding Coffee Morning)
Really good coffee group, receive useful information, feel welcomed, have speakers regularly, nice to have
specialist team on hand, great emails sent out to remind of events, and sign posting (Priory school)
Very well organised transfer from statement to EHC plan. Spalding Academy made sure all relevant people
attended and that all information was available prior to the meeting (Spalding Coffee morning)
South View Primary School -One of our LPCF reps was invited to attend their first coffee morning. She was made
very welcome, the parents and SENCO got a lot out of the event, with lots of communication and sharing ideas
and off loading problems with each other. The SENCO has arranged to invite speakers on a regular basis and our
rep feels this is very important for these parents to gain access to the support. The staff she met were very
friendly and helpful.

As a parent looking at the wording of the EHC plan such as aspiration, hope and dreams -for a complex ASD young
person who lives in their own bubble and is illiterate how do they understand these words. Thankfully the Special
school can word it to the understanding of the person by simple words or actual pictures, Makaton/ pec simple
pictures, which even then work only if that young person is in the right mood to co-operate.
For the 16+ who can't read the EHC plan or understand it but has to sign the amendment notice approval plan
rather than the parent. The time span to read it to them is nil-10 minutes. It is a piece of paper for drawing on.

LPCF “Your Say”
Comments from our “Your Say” web page.
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.
Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

Education continued...
School arranged a trip , my son got anxious about this after media news and refused to go into school.
Although school had tried to support him he still refused to go into school for two days. I was advised to go and get
a doctors note, so I made the appointment and doctor put a note on the system and said to me that if they are to
write out a letter or note it has to be paid for by myself, but as its the school that has requested the note to get them
to send in the application for the letter or note then they will have to pay..... what a load of time and effort for two
days off due to school arranging a trip and causing my child to have anxiety.
Not once did the doctor ask if my son was alright now, or if he needed anymore help or support. Not once have
I been asked if I am alright with my son being anxious. Luckily I am able to cope with his anxiety attacks, but it would
have been nice to be asked.
SENCo very helpful but not enough time as teacher as well
Applied for EHC 2016 was rejected - need more evidence
Teachers need to be trained in Mental health issues.
Teachers need Autism training and to be aware of the different autism conditions.
Great for the children to mix in a social environment and learn how to behave outside the home.
Some schools are working in partnership with parent by doing a coffee group to share ideas.
Our child struggles to be recognised as having dyslexia. When your child is intelligent and behaves but
underachieves due to problems (Dyslexia, Dyspraxia, Auditory processing, ASD etc), very hard to get help as easy for
the school to dismiss them as low ability. Feels like support they needed for their specific needs was never
accessible.
They don't know who does what job, other organisations or criteria - just send parents to doctors then get sent back
to school. Don't know how to support parents in their role. Always blamed because behaviour not seen in school so
must be parents’ fault, but that's not the reason. Parents get the wound up child after a stressful day.
I never understood how to read my sons’ EHC Plan.
Support when a child leaves school -Don't know whether there is any? We have to find out ourselves.
If a child is seen to be achieving academically help generally isn't given even if child is struggling with other issues.
Our daughter was put into seclusion too early.
School keep in touch about any key issues
Meeting for transfer to EHC, Parent not happy didn't feel much of her input was put in EHC, and SENCO and
professional, chatted amongst themselves. Child's views were not collected before the meeting and child did not
contribute to EHC due to ASD. Mum found it all over whelming, and does not think she will be happy with draft, had
tears. ( Bourne Coffee Morning January 2017)
Parent had problems with a primary school and child was being bullied, didn't want to go to school, may need SEN
support but school not supportive, education being affected.
Also has another child who is in a Special School had a lot of support set up initially but ESCO and Home Start have
discharged their services saying parent is coping but is not. Known to Children Services but Social Worker not
supporting, not providing advice, not answering phone calls. Parent was unaware of short break respite - mum
desperate for help for both children, she has done a lot by herself as husband works. Carers First is due to see her
soon. (Boston Coffee Morning March 2017)

LPCF “Your Say”
Comments from our “Your Say” web page.
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.
Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

Social Services
I have no good contact with my social worker. He doesn’t help me enough. He is not in contact with me often.
Some things are still not sorted yet. I am waiting so long for everything. My son doesn't have enough personal
assistance at home. Nobody helps me or support me at home . I am alone

Positive - I am usually happy with help and support for me and my son. I contact Carers First. They offer me some
help. It is good.
No response still waiting. CSC totally unsuitable for handling families with adopted children or disabilities like ASD.
Not enough training in attachment/therapeutic parenting. Constant pressure on parents to use BAD PRACTICE.
Not enough training on autism. Not aware of sensory differences.
Tried to be helpful. Helped my son get his diagnosis in ASD as pushed his referral to paediatrics.
Parent talked about community carers and to watch out for hidden costs and agents getting the money and not
the worker, fed up with adult social services cutting back on what is working well.( Sleaford Coffee Morning
March 17)
Hi. I've been getting a lot of messages from parents with pre school and ks1 children who are afraid of Social
Services involvement. They're very worried about asking for help and decisions they make about safety,
eg using a mattress on the floor and safety gate on a bedroom door to prevent accidents from falling and
wandering in the night.
Apparently there's been some incidents of children being put on the at risk register. From what I can make out it's
younger social workers with little experience of real SEN parenting. Maybe a bit of training would go a long way.
Wondering if you could flag it up at a meeting please.
Transitions from Children's to Adults services -Have received some information from them today, so hope to look
into some of the options soon.

Transport
Have had parents at coffee mornings saying the concessionary bus travel for disabled has stopped. In the past at
the Lincoln council office a couple were told to go down to the then bus station even when the forms were in the
leaflet section near to the waiting area in reception.
On the LCC website you can find it eventually, went into Boston Council and was given the forms.
So a mixed message comes across for parent carers.
When a child with Autism needs consistency too many firms can be used in one term. Too expensive. Why should
we have to pay for ongoing schooling?
With the new contracts out for school transport, XXX was interested to find out if things had improved, One taxi
had no heating for the journey to school. Those with autism were struggling with new taxi drivers and escorts, the
parents were unaware of a Travel care plan for their young people.
The concessionary bus pass, one parent thought it had finished yet on the LCC information it can still be obtained.
One parent was told she should have rung up a train station to say she had a disabled person using a wheelchair
that day but a mobile ramp is normally at hand. The gap between the train and platform can also be a hazard.
(Sleaford Coffee Morning January 2017)

LPCF “Your Say”
Comments from our “Your Say” web page.
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.
Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

Health
Saw Paediatrician within 6 months, then 3 months initially. Now waiting again for another appointment.
Our GP Dr Browse, was very good, but had to wait a long time for further action. There are too few specialists.
Our GP was very good - referred my son to the paediatrician straight away.
When my children had their diagnosis my support was really good. We were put in contact with Unique - who link
you with other parents with similar genetic conditions.
I knew there was a problem with my son and nobody listened. I was told I was being a neurotic mother.
It took years to receive the official diagnosis. He received too little support too late.
Not enough hospitals - too big an area. Not enough funding for CAMHS. Son has ASD & high anxiety causes many
problems but cant get a referral to CAMHS until he starts to self-harm/commit suicide etc
Very Very good support from CAMHS when you can get it. Dr Nazir has been brilliant ( sorry he's leaving).
RAP course good.
GP -Good as first port of call. He shakes our hands when we meet or leave
Our Dr doesn't listen I was recently told I’d had my money’s worth of NHS. They are limited in what they can do.
Referrals to other specialists don't always result in appointments/consultations.
Gives patient the opportunity to talk about their problems. CAHMS professional will know the questions to ask.
Parents Report Communication with health is a big issue.
CAMHS only have a limited number of sessions. Danger of discharge before fully recovered.

Training Opportunities
Through other parents I have attended Autism Conferences.
Too few - where do you go to find out information? What training? No training = No help.

Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

LPCF & Support groups
LPCF Boston Coffee Morning
A great source of information. First coffee morning ( Boston) very impressed so far - lots of helpful information.
I would just like to share how I'm feeling today.... I've had a bad week being a parent carer for my sons, it has
brought challenges that I thought had disappeared for a while....
I have come to realise that we ALL do need support from time to time at different stages throughout this journey,
and this is when I realised how valuable LPCF and other support groups which are run by other parents keen to help
others are, to support families going through tricky times...
THE LPCF TEAM ARE THERE ALL THE TIME for me and giving up their own valuable time to support parents that
have struggles and trying to speak up to help support all families including their own.
To make such a difference even if it ends up being small changes, each change is amazing and one step closer to
supporting a family. Sorry just had to share how I'm feeling.
Went to an information event that the volunteers at Lincolnshire Parent Carer Forum had organised, and it was
very sad to hear and see that professionals did not stay to chat to families till the end at 7.30.
To hear that the majority of organisations had left by 5pm ... the event was put on till 7.30pm, so people working
could talk to professionals as they don't normally get chance, after making the journey to the South Holland Centre
to find some organisations left early was very disappointing, and let families down... do not put much trust in these
organisations to be there for my family, I guess they ticked their box of attending part of the day.
Re-Reg 15/3/17 Hi I am an existing member of LPCF and the details above are probably what you already have
although I have ticked your amended box. Good luck with getting more people to sign up as you are a valuable
organisation which people desperately need. Thank you
LPCF -Fantastic! Lifeline! Would never have made any progress getting the kids help if they hadn't been here to
signpost. Their events are extremely helpful. Excellent communication re event. Provide a lot of useful information
on a variety of subjects. Very friendly, always happy to speak to us as parents.
It has been interesting to see LPCF develop over the years into such a great support for families of children with
disabilities. All the best for the future.
LPCF -On behalf of County Carers Group I would like to say a big thank you for having an information stall at our
two-day workshop. Without your support, we would not have been able to run the workshop.
Thanks LPCF – it was a great start to our coffee mornings, thank you so much!
We have popped your website etc. on our website now, and I have registered.
Parents said they enjoyed/appreciated the first session and listening to your experiences.
Thanks again, we really appreciated you starting us off
I hope we go from strength to strength.
South View Community Primary School
Enjoyed being in the professional self- harm talk, learnt a lot from them about what was happening in their
settings, which is a lot, and its nice to be there to see how they bring parents into their situations or not...
I think this talk is needed more regularly to both parents and professionals, any awareness to help these young
people is needed.

Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

Local Offer
The parents were vaguely aware of the local offer but one parent found it hard to find and when found too
much information and not actually finding what was needed and seemed to go from one section into more
useless information. Or going around in circles.
The actual wording " Local Offer" doesn't mean anything but a "directory" did but LCC aren't allowed to use it
through red tape.
The language used needs to be simplified not LCC jargon and to not have so much information , make it simpler
to use. Sleaford Coffee Morning January 2017)
The local offer webpage is much better. It is easier to navigate around. It explains its purpose in the beginning.
The category boxes help you find things much quicker and are more specific.
I found the parent career forum very quickly. Well done, much improved.

Short Breaks
Never know when to call and when you do all booked up
Fab. Really good looking forward to our next stay at Butlins

Respite
Would be interested in finding out more about respite. Wish we were entitled to services.
Need more possibilities for activities for children away from parents.
The odd weekend without children to catch up on jobs that you can't do with them around or even relax! We
haven't had a weekend alone in 12 years.
It would be great if it existed.

Feedback from Facebook

With many parent carers having Facebook accounts our
group site provides an invaluable source of feedback:-

Post 16 Education
I want everyone to know this, you don't always have to go with the flow when it comes to post 16 education.
For us it started the year before our son was 16 and we thought we were all sorted, even had a letter confirming our
sons place at LRAC in Louth doing horse care, four weeks later we got a call ( no letter) saying sorry he couldn't go as
they were no longer taking students. To say we were gob smacked is probably an understatement.
I tried to contact his caseworker to be told he hadn’t allocated one as his one had died. I must admit I was really upset
to be met with this , surely a letter informing us of this would have been in order?
After hitting brick wall after brick wall and being told we should look at Linkage, which we did, but it just wasn’t the way
to go for our son. We said we would home school his Maths and English and the local stables ( where he’s been riding
for several years) said they would take him on and work with him so he could get his British Horse Society
qualifications. The wrath of the County Council came down on us like a ton of bricks , after their don’t care attitude
I was quite surprised that the phone kept ringing.
I stood firm and said the horse qualifications and where he was going was non negotiable.
We compromised on the Maths and English and he joined the YPLP scheme going on a Friday to Skegness business
centre for this. He has now gained his stage one BHS qualification and has started work on Horse road safety and then
onto stage 2 in September and he’s gained his level one in English (speaking and listening) and is working towards level
one Math's.
The moral of this is never give up, do not be pushed into something you know isn’t right for your child.
Our son is really happy and he has achieved more since leaving school last July than he has on his whole time at school.
He’s really grown up and has become a young man who works really hard and I’m sure that when he’s finished his BHS
and other qualifications at Skegness, be it one, two or even three years. That he will be confident enough to get employment and be happy.

EHCP
My son has an EHCP. Review is very soon. One of our TAs isn’t good for him. They’ve not gelled and he comes
home frustrated because of her. Do we have any power as such in regards to her staying on as his TA?

School Transport
Just wondered after all the hype there was last year and the meetings you held with parents with the new change
to special needs transport that is happening Sept 2017 what is happening then? Does anyone know?

LPCF Signposting & Information Event
Thank you so much for a very informative event today. Nice to know what’s finally out there.

ASD
I have a question. My son who is 9 years old has ASD and is having a QB test for ADHD.
We’ve done the Connors questionnaire and the paediatrician has had them back and ordered a QB test.
Anyone been for this appointment?

Bus Travel
Concessionary bus travel in Lincolnshire for a disabled person can still be obtained - just went into Boston Council
Offices.

Our Team
All of our coffee morning/Event hosts are parents and carers of children with disabilities and Special
Educational needs and bring with them their own experiences of the challenges they meet on a daily basis.
Most of our volunteers started with us by attending one of our coffee mornings and their profiles can be
seen on the team page of our website.

Thank you
To everyone who kindly took the time to give us their honest opinions.

As Lincolnshire’s Parent Carer Forum we believe that families should be
involved in any decisions that affect the lives of their families.
The voice of the parent carer and the voice of the child are key to providing
good quality service.
Please keep your views coming in. You can use our “Your Say” page, email us
your thoughts, feedback to our representatives at your local coffee mornings,
Facebook or leave us a message on our answer phone.
We now have a new LPCF Award for professionals and or organisations who
have provided outstanding services to you and your family.
To nominate please see the home page of our website.

Contact Details: To find out more about LPCF coffee mornings, events
and activities, please use the email address or phone number below.
If you phone, please leave a message and we will return your call.
Website: www.lincspcf.org.uk

Email: admin@lincspcf.org.uk
Address: LPCF, PO Box 1183, Spalding, PE11 9EE
Tel: 0845 33 11 310
To subscribe to the Lottery Club,
Tel : 07593 553 609 or
E-mail: carol.lotteryclub@gosberton.plus.com

